This report on one of the activities of the Maine State Library Literacy Project, which was funded in 1986 through the Library Literacy Program, Title VI of the Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA), presents discussions of literacy, adult new readers, literacy programs in libraries, serving adult new readers, selecting materials, and how to use the publications. A brief description of the 40-page bibliography which resulted from the project notes that it is aimed at assisting local librarians and volunteers in selecting the most appropriate and desired materials for use with adult new readers, and was developed to give the user as broad a picture as possible of available materials for readers below the fourth grade level, with a few selections at the fifth grade level. The bibliography, which is then presented, includes a list of bibliographies and guides; the names and addresses of publishers of materials for, and about, new adult readers; annotated lists of fiction books, biographies, and comprehension texts; listings of reading and word mastery materials, content area and vocational materials, and films; materials for tutors of new readers; materials for learners of English as a second language; and books on religion, values, and cultural subjects. (CGD)
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INTRODUCTION

The Maine State Library Literacy Project was funded in 1986 through the Library Literacy Program, Title VI of the Library Services and Construction Act. The Library Literacy Program is located in the Office of Educational Research and Improvement, The United States Department of Education.

In addition to this bibliography, other activities of the project have been to offer consultation and technical assistance to community literacy programs and to the libraries that relate to them. A series of workshops on adult new readers, their needs for materials and library services, was conducted in the Spring and Fall of 1987 throughout the State of Maine. All workshops were presented in small, local libraries for the benefit of library staff members, volunteers and tutors in the community.

The purpose of the Maine State Library Literacy Project is to assist local librarians and volunteers in selecting the most appropriate and desired materials for use with adult new readers. Only reading improves reading. And like all learners, adult new readers respond most successfully to reading material from which they can expect meaning and pleasure. This bibliography is an attempt to recommend only such material.
WHAT IS LITERACY?

Definitions of literacy range from the broadest, as enunciated by William J. Bennett in 1985, "the ability to read, write, speak, listen, compute and solve problems..." to the narrowest, as utilized in many third world countries, the ability to write your name and to read simple letters and contracts.

It is generally accepted throughout the world, however, that some ability to read and write is necessary for the exercise of liberty and personal power. The recognition of literacy's importance transcends political and economic differences among nations and their policy makers.

While approaches to gaining more universal literacy may vary greatly from country to country (and among educators within almost every society), there is a general consensus that the level of literacy in a particular population is one important indicator of the level of sophistication of the society and its ability to meet people's needs.

Given that consensus, it is understandable that Americans have become increasingly alarmed about an illiteracy rate in the United States approaching twenty percent of the adult population. While we have not made education our first priority in this country, we have recognized for over a century that access to education is an important equalizing mechanism in the society and we have made it a fundamental right of citizenship.

Since the early 1970s, samples of the population have been given performance tests through a federally funded series of studies called The Adult Performance Level, in an attempt to assess the functioning of our educational system for specific sub-populations. Results of these tests reveal that some segments of our population are much less literate than the mainstream, some with illiteracy rates as high as 56% (Hispanics over 18).

There are two kinds of illiteracy problems, then. In the first, we have about one adult in every five Americans, who had some school opportunities, unable to perform such essential tasks as reading the directions on medicine bottles and making change accurately. The implications for our society need not be elucidated.

The other illiteracy problem is that groups such as Blacks over 18, among whom 44% are functionally illiterate, and senior citizens, among whom 35% are functionally illiterate, are not participating in the larger society, to the extent that they cannot, and that the larger society is carrying them.

Almost all social problems are related to each other. Working with people who have not been able to read and write makes clear how related to other social problems is functional illiteracy, indeed, those volunteers who work in prison literacy programs have provided valuable insight for the rest of us about the relationship between illiteracy,
poverty and criminal behavior.

These relationships result from the distinct lack of opportunity available in the larger society to someone who is not only unable to be technical in a highly technical job market, but to someone who is unable to function in any job which requires using reading and writing, a comprehension of directions and what I call literate thinking, or the ability to be analytical in considering a task or problem.

Literacy in American society must be defined within the context of the level of performance needed to function without major infusions of assistance from other individuals and agencies. It is the individual's ability to understand his or her basic rights and purposes as stated in simple contracts and documents and to express his or her basic needs and positions, as required in the encounters of daily life, whether they be personal, as in the case of a letter, or work related, as in the case of a set of directions.

It is clearly not possible for school, as we presently conceive of it, to provide the opportunity to master these skills for all the children in our society, let alone to remediate the lack of skills among the population already beyond school age. The reason why schools cannot be held solely responsible for meeting this need in our society is that the problems which prevent individuals from attaining the minimum required level of literacy are often beyond the realm of schools' influence in people's lives and in the community. Because of the following root causes of illiteracy, schools alone cannot solve this problem, even for children.

1. INABILITY TO ATTEND SCHOOL CONSISTENTLY A major factor in the normal adult's history, if he or she has significant reading problems, is usually an inconsistent school record. Migrant work, divorce and family upheaval and illness are the common causes of inconsistent schooling. Only by significantly raising the intrinsic value of school for people with more pressing survival needs will we attain a continuity of attendance among their children. Available education in smaller modules throughout the year may be one solution to this problem.

2. INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY Some people take a very long time to learn the same things that others learn very quickly. Some people forget what they have learned repeatedly and must be reminded repeatedly. Throughout life, caring volunteers and paraprofessionals in organized community programs may all but eliminate the need for continuing special education for the LD-a discouraging aspect of illiteracy. This is a solution superior to expending large amounts of money on one-on-one teaching that is more effectively spent on learning research on the problem itself, allowing schools to focus on children.

3. LEARNING DISABILITY Until very recently, some of the worst disabilities to affect reading and writing performance have been so little understood that schools could not spend the large amounts of money needed for individual instruction needed by so many learning disabled youngsters. With the recent legislation mandating these expenditures when indicated, coupled with the gains made in understanding how to teach the learning disabled, schools will take on more of the specialized teaching for learning disabilities. This is one aspect of illiteracy that can be expected to be effectively reduced by schools.
4. LANGUAGE DIFFERENCES The way children learn to speak their language of origin affects their literacy levels throughout life. Among Americans for whom English is not the primary language, and who suffer language deficits in their language of origin, illiteracy at some level must be confronted. Because the individuals with the second language problems have other adjustment problems within the community, a combined effort between school and community seems to be indicated. Schools may not have the resources to conduct programs for second language students at the numerous grade levels in which they appear in a school system, much can be learned from the previous experiences of major metropolitan areas that have struggled with influxes of second language speakers and created programs to meet their needs. Often, an informed professional on the school district staff can coordinate with classroom teachers, volunteers and adult educators, using ideas from numerous urban programs.3

5. LANGUAGE DEFICIT This is the area in which the greatest incidence of illiteracy occurs. Individuals living in poverty, or even in the poverty of experience caused by excessive television watching, suffer from a language deficit which then becomes cumulative and more severe over a lifetime. Social attention to illiteracy, expanded programs to attract new readers to school and to the library, and the commitment of television to cooperate with other institutions to help alleviate the problem of illiteracy, as we have seen in project PLUS, can lead to increased interest in literacy, increased resources of interest to new readers and to a resultant re-commitment to literate activity. Meeting this need is a challenge not just to schools, but to the entire community.4

footnotes:


WHO ARE THE ADULT NEW READERS?

About 16% of the White males, between 18 and 29 years old are illiterate. They are high school drop outs, may have learning disabilities, and usually have a record of nonattendance at school. They may be working and worried about confidentiality.

The smallest percentage of adult new readers exist in the 30-39 age group. Only 11% of them are functionally illiterate. But among that group who are, most are white women and black men.

Large numbers of new readers are over 50 years old-28% of those over 50 have serious reading problems. They had less access to education in their youth. They probably had to work instead.

Over all, more adults with low reading levels are women, because women have had less access to education. But more adult new readers are men, probably because they have been more willing to seek help-they see not being able to read well as a more serious problem to them. More men have learning disabilities. Apparently this is related to developed learning patterns, the age at which children begin school, and, in some cases, to heredity.

In some areas of our state, the more rural, the need to go to work has had a profound effect on the literacy of the population, as in counties with high unemployment rates and more significant incidence of local poverty. There are communities with a high school drop out rate of greater than 50% in recent years. This indicates a greater need to quit school and go to work. Employers confirm this and have often in these areas expressed a desire to institute workplace adult education and literacy programs.

The increase in requests for literacy services in Maine have more than tripled over the last three years with the increase in publicity for the literacy programs. Tutors are also available for training in most areas of the state. Where we see the greatest need at present is for sustained, coordinated services to adult new readers which take into account the unique needs of the readers in the area, rather than for individual programs working alone in the isolated community or school district.
WHY LIBRARIES?

Libraries have a unique opportunity to be the catalyst for community literacy services coordination. Often, school districts must make artificial distinctions between high school students and adult education students in order to keep the programmatic distinctions required for funding. Within the setting of a library program, these separate entities can bring their expertise to the same project.

Clients of literacy projects may disdain school related programs because of previous history with school which may be negative. The new reader may desire the status coming to the library brings. Students may not initially see the library as the repository of materials at the beginning level, but they will do so if the library demonstrates an interest in obtaining these materials.

In most communities, the library is one tutoring site used by volunteers already working with new readers. Because libraries already exist as a system, the capability for cooperating, assembling community resources and networking is already in place, despite the varieties of organizational levels from community to community among tutoring organizations and school programs.

It is in the self interest of libraries to promote literacy and therefore expand their services. Individuals with reading handicaps usually highly value reading for their children. The library is often the primary entry point for the adult learner to re-enter the educational system. When librarians are trained to make referrals which support a smooth re-entry for those individuals, the literacy problem in the community is perceived as manageable and success is the expected result. This attitude is apparent in communities where the library has taken a strong role in community literacy efforts.
SERVING THE ADULT NEW READER

The primary task of all literacy programs is to match the adult reader with a literacy program and method of instruction which takes into account his or her individual needs, learning style and preferences. Adults have limited time to spend on educational projects, despite the long term benefits such projects may have for them. Programs hoping to serve new readers effectively must be appealing, efficient and personally rewarding or they will be ignored.

While grade school children can be reached in small groups to learn to read, and may be approached with the current popular methods in learning to read, the adult has more specific needs. The first is for confidentiality. Most adult new readers want to begin in secret, with a discreet one-on-one tutor. Later the student will be willing to have others know about the reading lessons, but in the beginning, most have not even shared the decision to return to reading with their spouses.

Method is another delicate subject. We may be convinced utterly that a whole language approach is the only way to teach reading in the 1980s; however, the student may have a deep need to return to phonics and conquer what was such a source of confusion and embarrassment in the schoolroom. Tutors should be trained to use a variety of methods and to introduce them to the student. Each student will find a balance that meets individual needs.

The primary methods used to teach reading are these:

1. LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE This method encourages the student to put meaningful experiences together in his own words and then to read the results. It is highly motivating. Often with older students, practice is required to break the expectation that primers and phonics must be used to learn to read. The primary benefit of this method is that it springs from the reality that talking and listening and organizing speech are the essential prerequisites for reading. Therefore, it provides people who are deficient in practicing these skills with a built-in opportunity to practice with someone who directly relates talking and listening skills to reading.

2. PHONICS Phonics is essential to adult new readers because they have taken in and used some concepts in reading, thereby relying heavily on them, while failing to take in others which are essential. This leaves the tutor with a diagnostic problem that must be shared by the student if it is to be solved. Using phonics to evaluate step by step, sound by sound, the student's ability to make and decode the sounds of the letters, tutor and student can figure out what the student doesn't know how to do in reading. An individual's inability to read well is almost never simply the result of one problem. It is a mystery, highly organic and convoluted by a self-improvised solution, and reinforced by continued use until the advent of the tutoring. In this search for a solution, phonics provides a conceptual framework about reading that can be easily shared by both tutor and students.

They can discuss the letters, and combinations of letters, as a way of talking about how the student reads. This can be successful as long as both do not fall into the trap of believing that decoding the phonetic system is the same thing as reading. Phonics is, in reality, an intellectualization of the sounds of speech and not a method of teaching. An appropriate name for the method, properly used, would be phonic analysis.
3. WORD PATTERNS Used primarily by Literacy Volunteers, word patterns is essentially the phonics of vowels. It is successful with people who have not yet realized that some concepts in reading can be generalized, and provides them with an opportunity to practice generalizing so that they can do it later with more difficult generalizations, such as spelling rules and prefixes and suffixes.

4. SIGHT WORDS These are an important tutoring tool because most new readers have relied heavily on memorizing sight words all their lives and adding to the pool of sight words allows them to feel successful at an early stage in the reading process. It is very important to stress, however, that words not learned in context are much more likely to be forgotten.

One important postscript to method is the reminder that each individual has a distinct learning style and that people learning as adults deserve a great amount of respect for their needs as learners and recognition of their learning styles. Some people need to listen and say their learning, some to touch shapes which reinforce the learning and some to verbalize most of all. Teaching which utilizes a variety of methods and learning styles appears to have much more potential for long term success.
SELECTING MATERIALS

The watchwords in selecting materials for new readers have been: high interest, timely, short, and illustrated. Children's books will not meet the needs of adult new readers. Almost everything they have tried to read has been unsatisfactory. The documents they must relate to from the government, driver's license material, social security material, are all written at a 9th grade level or above. The instructions on products are usually at the 6-8th grade level. Adults want to practice on 0-4th grade level materials written about subjects they want to read about.

Only recently has such material been made available by more than a very few publishers. In the vanguard were numerous workbooks and collections of lifeskills material. While this is definitely interesting to adults, information on events, famous people and fiction have been very lacking areas in the realm of adult new reader products. Publishers are now paying attention to this need.
SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS

The desired materials have a balance of illustration and text. The margins are wide and contain clues to the content such as headings, arrows and diagrams. The text is organized in a clear and direct manner, with simple topic sentences. The book should look like it can be easily finished in a few sittings. It should not look like a child's book.

Whereas many new reader materials were only recently quite delicate, with soft paper covers, the newer publications are much sturdier and will not have to be replaced after every few uses.

The most desirable aspect of new reader materials is their cost. A community group or service club can provide the library with a few hundred dollars each year and a large collection of new reader materials can be assembled, most of which will also be heavily used by high school students. Their brevity makes it possible to place them on reserve and have them used in the library only.
HOW TO USE THESE PUBLICATIONS IN TUTORING

1. Always give an introduction and pre-organizers to the student.

2. Be sensitive to the fact that stories are organized in one way and textbooks in another. Tell the student about this.

3. Train the student in comprehension by asking questions which indicate how to attend to detail. e.g. "What color was Jane's dress?"

4. Provide an example of how to be interactive with the material. e.g. "Let's look at this diagram of the toaster and see how to repair it step-by-step."

5. Aim for high interest in the material you select. If possible, give the student a choice of things to read.

6. Always read the story or article yourself ahead of time. Have a summary prepared which uses some of the new words and define the words, even if orally. Have an opinion of your own about the material, so that you can have a conversation.

7. Explain that understanding the story is as important as reading it. Explain that understanding involves knowing what happened, in what order, remembering the descriptions and having an opinion about what happened. Many students have trouble reading primarily because they don't expect what they read to mean anything.

8. Every story has a main idea. Practice putting the main idea into the student's own words.

9. Assist your student in making inferences. Ask what he thinks happened to the characters after the story ended. How might they behave in different circumstances? How might other people have behaved in the circumstances of the story. Students will be at a level of ability to make inferences that may be quite different from their reading levels, because human development is not always consistent. Try to be supportive in your student's thinking development.

10. Workbooks are only helpful for practice. It is not good to assume that the organization of a workbook must be maintained as an order for presenting material. Use the student's need to know as a guide to the order and skip around in the workbook you are using. You be in control. This models for the student the way to have control of his own learning.

11. Whether you are using a textbook or a workbook or your student's own writing as the basis for your teaching, it is always your responsibility to help the student get up on top of the learning and put it into an outline or set of generalizations that serve his or her larger learning needs.

Unnecessary struggles with grammatical terms, spelling rules, phonics rules and literary terms are usually what frustrated the student's learning in the first place. The student will indicate when he is ready to leave skill development and practice to begin intellectualizing about the material. If you impose this too soon, with too formal terminology, you may lose the student. A better tactic is to ask simple questions, such as, "What other story does this remind you of?" or "Where have we seen this problem before?"
12. Provide associative cues always. Nothing is retained by the mind without associations to relate it to. You can tell stories, give examples that are lively, or use mnemonic devices to achieve the associations. Always use the student's associations whenever available. Reinforce the cues often and bring up the subject in subsequent lessons through the use of the cue. E.g. "Do you remember the story that reminded you of your mother?"

THIS BIBLIOGRAPHY

This bibliography was developed to give the user a broad picture of available materials for readers below the 4th grade level as possible. Only a few selections at the 5th grade level are included and these are in subject areas in which it seemed a detriment to leave out some item on a subject known to be highly popular with new readers.

The document is divided into sections: fiction, biography, content areas and life skills, reading practice texts, materials for tutors of new readers, films, English as a Second Language materials. The major sections, fiction, biography and content areas and life skills (which is analogous to nonfiction) are sub-divided into two sections, one of materials published for adult new readers and one of children's room selections appropriate for new reader's use.

All items included in this bibliography are selected. The author has not included some items frequently mentioned in other bibliographies because they are not often recommended by tutors. All the items which are included are materials tutors have used successfully or, by experience, the author believes would be used successfully by tutors.

It is inevitable that some items have been missed in compiling the bibliography. Several other bibliographies have been used as guides to memory and the annotations will in some cases be inevitably similar. Not all items are dated, either because they are current in this year's publisher's catalogue or because the dates were not available. Children's room materials are not dated. It is presumed children's librarians will be familiar with most of this material and its timeliness.

Much of the material in the bibliography is available in Maine. There is a key referencing where materials can be used at the end of each citation if the item is available in one of four collections: U.M.O. Staff Development Project, Shibles Hall, Orono; Literacy Volunteers State Office, Y.M.C.A. Building, Augusta; The Maine State Library; and, in a few cases, U.S.M. Anyone who wants to look at the materials should do so as a part of purchasing considerations, as the materials are not really sturdy enough to circulate. The user should always ask if material can be borrowed and, of course, all films can circulate.
BIBLIOGRAPHIES

ADULT E.S.L. MATERIALS. Annotated list of more than 100 articles. E.S.L. Adult Education Service Center. 1986. $3.00.

Bayley, Linda. A.B.E. GUIDE TO LIBRARY MATERIALS. The University of Texas. Austin, Texas. 1975.


BOOKS FOR ADULT NEW READERS. Project Learn. 2238 Euclid Ave. Cleveland, Ohio. 44115. $10.00.


Graves, Michael. EASY READING: BOOK SERIES AND PERIODICALS FOR LESS ABLE READERS. International Reading Association. Newark, Delaware 19711.


Provost, Beverly A. BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR ADULT NEW READERS. Schenectady County Public Library. October, 1983.


Weibel, Marguerite Crowley. THE LIBRARY LITERACY COLLECTION: USING LIBRARY RESOURCES WITH ADULT BASIC EDUCATION STUDENTS. Library of Columbus and Franklin County. Columbus, Ohio. 1984.
GUIDES


Darling, Sharon. GUIDE TO SELECTION OF ADULT LITERACY MATERIALS. Jefferson County Adult Education. 4409 Preston Highway. Louisville, Kentucky 40213.


Oliver, Joan. ADULT LITERACY RESOURCE INSTITUTE'S LIBRARY GUIDE. University of Massachusetts at Boston. Boston. 1984.


NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PUBLISHERS OF MATERIALS FOR ADULT NEW READERS AND ABOUT NEW READERS

ACADEMIC THERAPY PUBLICATIONS. 20 Commercial Blvd. Novato, CA 94947

ADDISON-WESLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY. 1 Jacob Way. Reading, MA 01867

ALEMANY PRESS. 2501 Industrial Parkway West. Haywood, CA 94545

ALLYN AND BACON, INC. 7 Wells Ave. Newton, MA 02159

AMSCO SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS, INC. 315 Hudson St. New York, NY 10013

AMERICAN BIBLE SOCIETY. P.O. Box 5656 Grand Central Station. NY 10017

ATHENEUM PUBLICATIONS. 115 Fifth Ave. New York, NY 10003

AUDIO LANGUAGE STUDIES. One Columbia Dr. Niagara Falls, NY 14305

BOLMUTH, MIRIAM. Hunter College. 695 Park Ave. Box 22. New York, NY 10021

BRO-DART PUBLISHING CO. Williamsport, PA

CAMBRIDGE BOOK COMPANY. 888 Seventh Ave. New York, NY 10106

CAMDEN AND ASSOCIATES, INC. 501 W. Ogden Ave. Hinsdale, IL 60521

CENTER FOR APPLIED LINGUISTICS. 3520 Prospect St. NW. Washington, DC 20007


CHARLES E. MERRILL PUBLISHING COMPANY. Columbus, OH 04326

COLLIER/MACMILLAN. 866 Third Ave. New York, NY 10022
FICTION


Armstrong, Louise. SAVING THE BIG DEAL BABY. Dutton. 1980. $2.50


THE BEST GIVERS. The classic story of the "Gifts of the Magi". Janesville. M.S.L. $0.50

CAUGHT READING. Series of texts relating stories to specific learning objectives such as finding the main idea. Other titles include:
THE MUSIC MACHINE. Problem solving objective. Level 2.5. $4.95
HOBO BRIDGE. Events in a series. Level 2.5. $4.95


Christopher, John. THE DEATH OF GRASS. Science Fiction. Oxford. 1979. $2.95


Double Fastback Mysteries and Double Fastback Horrors. 20 titles in all. Some titles listed separately. Fearon. M.S.L. $1.20


Fastback Crime and Detection Series. Written by the Southern California Chapter of the Mystery Writers of America. Fearon. 1986. M.S.L. $1.20 each. Other titles include:
SNOWBOUND
THE WET GOODBYE
BEGINNER'S LUCK
DRESSED FOR MURDER
THE K'D WHO SOLD MONEY
THE LOTTERY WINNER
NO LOOSE ENDS
RETURN PAYMENT
SMALL TOWN BEAT

A HARD NIGHT'S RUN AND OTHER STORIES
HELLO WORLD AND OTHER STORIES
STAY ALIVE AND OTHER STORIES
EASY MONEY THE HARD WAY AND OTHER STORIES
THE LUCKY BREAK AND OTHER STORIES
RUN FOR YOUR LIFE AND OTHER STORIES
A GOOD MAN AND OTHER STORIES

Frederick, Lee. CRASH DRIVE. This exciting battle at sea pits a German U-boat against an American destroyer. Level 3. Fearon Education.

Garrison, Phil. THE DISAPPEARING MAN. Lloyd Haglund is a lucky man. He has a good job, and a wife who loves him very much. Lloyd has only one small problem. Everyone he knows is asking: "Who is Lloyd Haglund?" Level 4. Fearon Education.

Glasner, Lynn. AND IT'S SO QUIET. Rick plays a guitar in a rock band. But he needs a more secure income, so, he gets a job as a night janitor. The reader will follow Rick through the process of getting a job and being trained. Level 2. Fearon Education.

Green, Judith. MURDER BY RADIO. Adult Learner Series. Uses pre and post reading activities. Level 2 - 4. Jamestown. 1987. L.V.A. Other titles include:
DR. VALDEZ
A CITY FOR RANSOM
THE MAN WHO STOPPED TIME
THE MAN WITH THE SCAR


Jackson, Anita. DREAMS. In this horror story, a man fears going to sleep because of his terrifying dreams. Level 3. Fearon Education. Other titles include:
A DEADLY GAME
ZB4

Independent Reader's Series. I and II. 12 titles at level 2 with teacher's guide. Bowmar
TWO FOR THE ROAD
FIVE DOG NIGHT AND OTHER TALES

Kelley, Leo P. BACKWARD IN TIME. A father can’t accept the reality of his daughter’s death, so he arranges to take an illegal trip back in time to try to change history and save his daughter’s life. A Space Police story. Level 3. Fearon Education. Other titles include:
DEATH SENTENCE
WORLDS APART


Kropp, Paul. Encounter Series. High interest late teen subjects. E.M.C. $3.95 each. M.S.L. Other titles include:
Level 3.
GANG WAR
BURN OUT
DEAD ON
Level 4
SNOW GHOST
NO WAY
RUN AWAY
Level 3.5
DIRT BIKE
DOPE DEAL
BABY BABY
HOT CARS
FAIR PLAY

Layman, Richard. THE INTRUDER. Fastback Mystery Series. Fearon Education. 1985. M.S.L. $1.20 each. Other titles include:
CARDIAC ARREST
DAWSON CITY

Laubach Readers. To accompany SKILLBOOKS. IN THE VALLEY. Level 1. CITY LIVING. MORE STORIES. Level 1 - 3. New Reader’s Press. M.S.L. $1.00 to $3.00


L.V.A. READERS. Series and User’s Guide ($9.50). 23 paperback books in a variety of Humanities disciplines, prepared as a joint project of L.V.A. and the Cambridge Book Company in 1982-84 under a grant from the National Endowment for the Humanities. Titles are throughout this document or can be ordered from Literacy Volunteers. Level 2 - 5. M.S.L. $1.85 each.

Lorimer, Janet. TOMB OF HORROR. What’s the secret of the Kroeger mine? Is it filled
with gold? Or is it haunted and cursed? Randy and Toni have come a long way to find out. Level 4. Fearon Education.


Malin, Anita. CARLOTTA'S HOUSE. Inheriting a house changes a young woman's life after mental illness. Level 5. Scott, Foresman. M.S.L.


Marlow, Dan J. GAME DAY. Tom Jordan had never played tight end before. But, he knew he had to play it like a pro, or his first day in pro football might also be his last. Level 4. Fearon Education. M.S.L. Other titles include:

TURK
A GAME FOR FOOLS.

Moore, Allen. THE DIARY. A diary, a misunderstood conversation, a strange man at his house -- all cause a man to believe his wife is going to murder him. Level 4. Fearon Education.

Pacemaker Classics. 16 titles at level 2 and 40 at level 3 - 4. Level 2 set $108. Level 3 set $108. Or buy a complete set with one of each title for $108. There is a 12 title Shakespeare set at $60. Fearon. 1986. M.S.L. 60 titles in all including:

ROBINSON CRUSOE
BILLY BUDD
TREASURE ISLAND
WUTHERING HEIGHTS
HEIDI


Phoenix Reading Series. Levels 1, 2, and 3 named A and B. High teen interest. Prentice Hall. Orono.

REALLY READABLE BOOKS. Mixed collection of 16 titles always changing to keep up to date. Late teen interest. Level 1 - 3.5 mixed. Chaselle. 1986. M.S.L. $49.95

READ ALONG AUDIO TAPES. About 50 titles of classics with audio tapes to accompany them. Level 5. Audio Language Studies. $29.95 ea.

Reed, Fran. A DREAM WITH STORMS. Story of a woman's struggle to earn her teacher's


A GAME OF REVENGE
A GUEST FROM THE GRAVE
THE LOST ONE
THE MAN WHO COULDN'T COME CLEAN
MAZE OF TERROR and SOMETIMES NIGHTMARES ARE REAL
Notre- Fearon also has sets in subject areas of a mixture of titles on sports, war, adventure, survival history and romance. See the catalogue.

Staldelhofen, Marcie Mil'ct. FREEDOM SIDE. Becky Horn, a young black slave, yearns to escape from slavery. Guided by a white man paid by her father, she narrowly escapes capture many times. Level 3. New Reader's Press. Other titles include:
LAST CHANCE FOR FREEDOM

Vincent, Monica. GIRL AGAINST THE JUNGLE. Adventure. Longman. 1982. M.S.L. $1.65

AVAILABLE CHILDREN'S ROOM SELECTIONS OF INTEREST TO ADULT NEW READERS

Abels, Harriette S. UNWANTED VISITORS. The crew of Emergency Spaceship EM88 discovers that the mysterious object that they have been sent to investigate is a vehicle for a group of amorphous blobs. Level 3. Crestwood House.

Anderson, Jane. EASY MONEY THE HARD WAY AND OTHER STORIES. This book contains several short stories with varying themes, including: a thief who learns a lesson; a man who worries too much; and short biographies of people who worked in the movies.
Anderson, H.C. THE FIR TREE. In this edition of the life of the little fir tree, the illustrations depict that ill-fated tree as a small child. Level 4. Creative Education, Inc.


Bacon, Joe Ashley. DON'T DIE, BABY! Eight short stories about life experiences. Level 4. Xerox Education Publications.

Barancato, Robin F. WINNING. Paralyzed as a result of a football accident, a high school student struggles to accept the reality of his condition. Level 5. Bantam Books.


Black, Christopher. ANDROID INVASION. A multiple-ending space adventure where you make choices to determine how the story will end. Level 4. Dell Publishing Co., Inc.

Boston, L.M. AN ENEMY AT GREEN KNOWE. The inhabitants of Green Knowe become involved with black magic when a modern-day witch attempts to find books of witchcraft supposedly hidden in the old house by a mad alchemist. Level 4. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.

Bromely, Dudley. BALLOON SPIES. Two civilian balloonists join the Balloon Corps in order to help the Union quickly win the war against the South. Level 4. Fearon Education.

Butterworth, Ben. DANGER IN THE MOUNTAINS. Jim Hunter, master spy, travels to Canada to stop a counterfeiter. Level 3. Pitman Learning, Inc.


Chekhov, Anton Pavlovich. DAY IN THE COUNTRY. A short story which shows how an individual can survive extreme loneliness, danger, or sadness. Level 5. Creative Education, Inc.

Clare, Andrea M. 20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA. Jules Verne's classic science fiction tale under the sea is retold in simplified text. Level 3. Fearon Education.
Cleaver, Vera. WHERE THE LILIES BLOOM. In the Great Smokey Mountains, a fourteen-year-old girl struggles to keep her family together after their father dies. Level 5. New American Library.

Clemens, Samuel. THE ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER. Twain's classic story of an orphan's adventures with his Aunt Polly, friend Huck Finn, and the evil Injun Joe is retold here in illustrated (comic book) form. Level 4. Pendulum Press. Other titles include:

AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHTY DAYS.
AS YOU LIKE IT
THE BEST OF EDGAR ALLEN POE
BILLY BUDD
BLACK BEAUTY
THE CALL OF THE WILD
CAPTAIN COURAGEOUS
CRIME AND PUNISHMENT
DON QUIXOTE
DR. JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE
FRANKENSTEIN
GEORGE WASHINGTON/THOMAS JEFFERSON
TOM SAWYER
TREASURE ISLAND
THE TURN OF THE SCREW
TWELFTH NIGHT
20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA
TWO YEARS BEFORE THE MAST
WAR OF THE WORLDS
WHITE FANG
WUTHERING HEIGHTS

Colman, Hila. WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH THE DOBSONS? The Dobson family seems perfect, but under the surface, tensions run high. The situation worsens, and Mr. Dobson leaves, taking one daughter with him. Level 4. Pocket Books, Inc.

Conklin, Barbara. FALLING IN LOVE AGAIN. Mariah had a boyfriend once, but he died. She thought her life was over and that she could never love again. Level 5. Bantam Books.

Dana, Barbara. ZUCCHINI. A painfully shy young boy befriends a homeless baby ferret and gets as much comfort as he gives. Level 4. Bantam Books.

Delton, Judy. BACK YARD ANGEL. A young girl copes with growing up and taking care of her little brother. Level 4. Houghton Mifflin Company.

Dorre, Pamela. WIND OVER STONEHENGE. Could the man threatening the group digging for secrets at Stonehenge really be a Druid? Level 4. Children's Press.

East, Ben. DANGER IN THE AIR. As he prepares for another day of deep-sea fishing and diving, Les is unable to shake the feeling that danger awaits him somewhere in the isolated Florida Keys. Level 4. Crestwood House. Other titles include:
DESPERATE SEARCH
FROZEN TERROR
TRAPPED IN THE DEVIL'S HOLE

Green, Carl R. BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN. While the wounded and frightened Monster he created spreads terror throughout the countryside, Dr. Frankenstein is persuaded by a colleague to create a woman to be the Monster's bride. Level 3. Crestwood House. Other titles include:
DRACULA'S DAUGHTER

Hanson, June Andrea. WINTER OF THE OWL. Jancy's determined to gain the trust of, and train her colt. But, her dad and grandpa are convinced that it's mean-spirited and will hurt someone. So they have decided to sell it. Scholastic, Inc.

Haynes, Betsy. THE AGAINST TAFFY SINCLAIR CLUB. Embarrassing moments at school and home show a young girl that everyone has faults. Level 4. Bantam Books.

Hazen, Barbara Shock. WHY ARE PEOPLE DIFFERENT? When a young black student encounters prejudice at a new school, his grandmother reminds him that it's all right to be different and shows him how to turn enemies into friends. Level 3. Western Publishing Company, Inc.

Hurwitz, Johanna. ALDO ICE CREAM. Nine-year-old Aldo discovers the pleasures of doing volunteer work to help the older citizens of the community. Level 3. Pocket Books, Inc.

Jewett, Sarah Orne. THE WHITE HERON. A 9-year-old girl has to decide whether or not she will help the ornithologist who is searching for the rare white heron. Level 5. Creative Education, Inc.

Keller, Charles. ALEXANDER THE GRAPE; FRUIT AND VEGETABLE JOKES. A collection of humorous riddles incorporating fruits and vegetables, such as, "What's a raisin? A worried grape." Level 2. Prentice-Hall.

Lowry, Lois. ANASTASIA AGAIN! Twelve-year-old Anastasia is horrified at her family's decision to move from their city apartment to a house in the suburbs. Level 5. Houghton Mifflin Company. Other titles include:
ANASTASIA AT YOUR SERVICE
ANASTASIA, ASK YOUR ANALYST

Kincaid, Lucy. CINDERELLA. A mistreated kitchen maid, with the help of her fairy godmother, attends the palace ball on the condition that she leave before midnight. Level 1. Brimax Books.


Klein, Norma. TOMBOY. There's nothing much about growing up that Toe is looking forward to. Level 4. Pocket Books, Inc.

Lanning, Sereta. ESCAPE FROM TOMORROW. A strange scientific experiment threatens to destroy all life on earth. Level 3. Fearon Education.


McCall, Edith. WAGONS ACROSS THE MOUNTAINS. Seven true (but dramatized) stories of pioneers and their westward trek across the mountains. Level 4. Children's Press. Other titles include:
CUMBERLAND GAP
COWBOYS AND CATTLE DRIVES

McCarthy, Pat. TRUE GHOST STORIES. Eight tales of the supernatural based on actual reports are documented in this book. Level 3. Xerox Education Publications.

Mooney, Thomas J. GANG ON WHEELS. Eight short stories of motorcycles, dune buggies, stock cars, and racing chills. Level 4. Xerox Education Publications. Her titles include:
VAROOM

Morey, Walt. GENTLE BEN. Ben, an Alaskan Brownie cub, is Mark Anderson's only friend but there are people in town who are determined to get rid of him. Level 4. Avon Books.

Mueser, Annie. BUGS, SNAKES AND CREEPY THINGS. Eight short stories that deal with unusual topics, such as: a couple who wants real bugs and spiders for a Halloween party; a dog who only understands Spanish; and a special young woman equestrian. Level 4. Xerox Educational Publications. Other titles include:
FACE AT THE WINDOW
COBRA IN THE TUB

O'Connor, Dick. FOUL PLAY. A college basketball player faces the biggest dilemma of his life when he's caught in the middle of a point-shaving scandal and blackmail. Level 3. Children's Press.

Ottinoski, Steven. DEATH ON WHEELS. Six short, fast action stories. One tale deals with a young man who has only one thing on his mind-cycle racing and winning. But, things happen that change his mind. Level 3. Xerox Education Publications. Other titles include:
VILLAGE OF VAMPIRES

Parish, Peggy. AMELIA BEDELIA AND THE BABY. Amelia Bedelia follows to the letter the list of instructions for looking after the Lanes' baby. Level 2. Avon Books. Other titles include:
AMELIA BEDELIA GOES CAMPING
AMELIA BEDELIA HELPS OUT

Reed, Fan. DREAM WITH STORMS. Rosa wants to go back to school to earn her teacher's aide certificate, but her migrant worker husband objects, and her children get sick. Level 3. New Reader's Press.

Rhue, Morton. THE WAVE. The classroom experiment that went too far. The powerful forces of group pressure that pervaded such movements as Nazism are recreated in a classroom. Level 5. Dell Publishing Co., Inc.

Robinson, Barbara. THE BEST CHRISTMAS PAGEANT EVER. The six mean Herdman kids lie, steal, smoke cigars (even the girls) and then become involved in the community Christmas pageant. Level 4. Avon Books.

Saunders, Susan. ATTACK OF THE MONSTER PLANTS. This year you want your garden to be the biggest and best ever. An old man sells you a potion to ensure just that. The only problem is, the plants won't stop growing! A Choose Your Own Adventure story. Level 4. Bantam Books.

Schleifer, Jay. THE DANGER ANGELS. Several short stories that center around dune buggies, tractor pulls, go Karts, and racing thrills. Level 3. Xerox Education Publications.

Schraff, Anne E. AN ALIEN SPRING. A teenage boy who is "different" causes problems in a small town. Panic spreads when the townspeople fear that which they cannot understand. Level 3. Perfection Form Company.

Senn, J.A. THE DEADLY DINNER. Six short mysteries are presented to the reader to solve. Level 3. Xerox Educational Publications.

Sheffer, H.R. WINNER ON THE COURT. Mark's relationship with his girlfriend seems to be crumbling when she appears to welcome the attention of the high school's star basketball player. Level 4. Crestwood House.

Sidney, Margaret. FIVE LITTLE PEPPERS AND HOW THEY GREW. The story of the poverty-stricken Pepper family. Even though they don't have a whole lot of money, they have a whole lot of love. Level 5. Dell Publishing Company, Inc.

Smith, Robert. WAR WITH GRANDPA. Peter resents his grandfather staying in his room on a visit and wages war against him to get him to surrender the room. Level 4. Delacorte Press.

Thorne, Ian. DRACULA. The story of the infamous Dracula, focusing on the movie versions. Level 4. Crestwood House. Other titles include:
BLOB
CREATURE FROM THE BLACK LAGOON

ALFRED HITCHCOCK'S WITCH'S BREW. A collection of short stories dealing with the strange and unnatural. Level 4. Random House.

Verdick, Mary. THE BLOOD SUCKERS. Eight true, and bizarre, animal stories. Level 3. Xerox Educational Publications. Other titles include:
EIGHT EXCITING ADVENTURES

Vern, Jules. 20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA. Three survivors of a shipwreck find themselves prisoners aboard a fantastic submarine, the Nautilus, as Captain Nemo, one of the greatest villains ever created takes his revenge on all society. Level 6. Bantam Books.

Vitarelli, Robert. FACES OF THE DEAD AND OTHER SHORT STORIES. An artist paints faces of the dead whom he has never seen. Although tormented and haunted, he pursues his mysterious talent. Level 3. Perfection Form Company. Other titles include:
CHOPPER CRAZY AND OTHER STORIES

Weaver, Martha. 20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA. Jules Vern's classic science fiction adventure of Captain Nemo, the Nautilus, and their under-water adventures is retold in simplified text. Level 4. Frank E. Richard's Publishing Co. Other titles include:
TOM SAWYER
TREASURE ISLAND


Wilder, Laura Ingalls. BY THE SHORES OF SILVER LAKE. The Ingalls family moves west to become some of the first settlers in the new town of De Smet, in the DaKota Territory, where Pa was working at a railroad camp. Level 5. Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. Other titles include:
FARMER BOY
ON THE BANKS OF PLUM CREEK
LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE
LITTLE HOUSE IN THE BIG WOODS
BIOGRAPHY

CLEOPATRA. Life of the famous queen. Level 2.1. Quercus Corporation. 1986. $2.85

Epstein. HARRIET TUBMAN. Garrard. 1968.

Fox. JANE GOODALL, LIVING CHIMP STYLE. Dillon Press. 1981.


Gilbert. AN INTERVIEW WITH BOBBY CLARKE. Creative Education. 1977.


Hill, Randall. SUPERSTARS OF ROCK. Level 4 - 6. Steck-Vaughn. 1984. $3.84 Other titles include:
SUPERSTARS OF SPORTS
SUPERSTARS OF MUSIC HALL OF FAME
SUPERSTARS OF COUNTRY
SUPERSTARS OF SOUL
SUPERSTARS OF MOVIES - TV


THE LIFE OF LUCY FERN. Story of a young Indian woman, her growth & conflicts. Use for teaching main idea and compound words. Level 2. Cambridge. M.S.L. $1.85

A LONG ROAD. The story of Miguel, an undocumented worker from Mexico. Use for teaching root words and how to identify sequence. Level 2-3. Cambridge. M.S.L. $1.85

LOST, ROBBED, WOMAN SURVIVES CHICAGO. The Chicago Tribune. Janesville. $0.50


MOTHER THERESA. Scott, Foresman. 1987. M.S.L. $2.85


ONE SUMMER. Two young men become friends in a N.Y. half-way house. Use for teaching cause and effect. Level 3-4. Cambridge. M.S.L. $1.85

Reiss. THE UPSTAIRS ROOM. Nazi occupation of Holland during WW II. Crowell. 1976. Other titles include: THE JOURNEY BACK

REMEMBERING. A 90 year old man remembers his life. Janesville. $0.50


GENERALLY AVAILABLE CHILDREN'S ROOM BIOGRAPHIES OF INTEREST TO ADULT NEW READERS.

Armstrong, Robert H. CROSBY, STILLS, AND NASH. Creative Education.


Brandt, Keith. DANIEL BOONE, FRONTIER ADVENTURES. Level 3. Troll Associates.

Conrad, Dick. TONY DORSETT, FROM HEISMAN TO SUPER BOWL IN ONE YEAR. Level 2. Children's Press.


Farr, Naunerle C. ABRAHAM LINCOLN / FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT. Level 4. Pendulum Press. : BEN HUR BABE RUTH BENJAMIN FRANKLIN; MARTIN LUTHER CHARLES LINDBERGH / AMELIA EARHEART DAVY CROCKETT / DANIEL BOONE VINCE LOMBARDI / PELE


Gloeckner, Carolyn. FERNANDO VALENZUELA. Level 5. Crestwood House.

Gunning, Thomas G. AMAZING ESCAPE. Level 4. Dodd, Mead & Company.

Hahn, James. CASEY! Level 3. Crestwood House. Other titles include: CHRIS BABE WILT ALI ZAHARIAS


Janoff, Barry. ALAN TRAMMELL--TIGER ON THE PROWL. Level 2. Children's Press.

Johnson, Ann. THE VALUE OF FORESIGHT. Level 3. Value Communications, Inc. These books use illustrations from people's lives to teach values. Other titles include:
THE VALUE OF FRIENDSHIP.
THE VALUE OF GIVING.
THE VALUE OF HELPING.
THE VALUE OF LEARNING.
THE VALUE OF LOVE.
THE VALUE OF RESPECT.
THE VALUE OF RESPONSIBILITY.
THE VALUE OF TRUTH AND TRUST.
THE VALUE OF ADVENTURE.
THE VALUE OF CARING.

Johnson, Spencer. THE VALUE OF COURAGE. Level 3. Value Communications, Inc. Other titles include:
THE VALUE OF CURIOSITY.
THE VALUE OF DEDICATION.
THE VALUE OF DETERMINATION.
THE VALUE OF FAIRNESS.
THE VALUE OF FANTASY.
THE VALUE OF HONESTY.
THE VALUE OF HUMOR.
THE VALUE OF IMAGINATION.
THE VALUE OF KINDNESS.
THE VALUE OF PATIENCE.
THE VALUE OF SAVING.
THE VALUE OF SHARING.
THE VALUE OF TRUTH AND TRUST.
THE VALUE OF UNDERSTANDING.
THE VALUE OF BELIEVING IN YOURSELF.


Koenig, Teresa. EDDIE MURPHY. Level 5. Lerner Publications Company.

Krishef, Robert. DOLLY PARTON. Level 5. Troll Associates.


Leder, Jane Mersky. WAYNE GRETZKY. Level 5. Crestwood House.

Marlowe, Dan J. THE COMEBACK. Level 4. Fearon Education.

Martin, Mollie. ATLANTA BRAVES. Level 5. Creative Education, Inc.

McGravic, Anne. ALL THE WAY BACK. Level 5. Scott, Foresman.

Resciniti, Angelo G. BASEBALL HEAVY HITTERS. Level 5. Willowisp Press, Inc.

Rice, Earl. FEAR ON ICE. Level 3. Children's Press.


Shaw, Bill.  **TORONTO BLUE JAYS.**  Level 5.  Creative Education, Inc.

Skipper, G.C.  **GOERING AND THE LUFTWAFFE.**  Level 5.  Children's Press.


Toole, Darlene K.  **COURAGEOUS DEAF ADULTS.**  Level 4.  Dormac, Inc.

Verdick, Mary.  **AMAZING ADVENTURES.**  Level 3.  Xerox Education Publications.


COMPREHENSION TEXTS

ADULT READING COMPREHENSION. 24 Book Set. Level 1 - 4. Scott, Foresman Lifelong Learning. $53.78. M.S.L.


Murphy, Corea. CHALLENGER 1-5. Series keyed to the Laubach reading levels with high interest reading selections and exercises done with tutor. New Reader's Press. 1987. M.S.L. $27.95 for entire series. $4.50 per booklet.
READING AND WORD MASTERY


COMPRIS, INC. Educational software accompanied by audio tapes. Recently advertised in the Business Council for Effective Literacy Newsletter. Prices range from $250.00 to $425.00


Johnson, Kristen. MEGAWARDS. Level 1-7. Educator's Publishing Service. 1982-86. $49.00. M.S.L.


LEAF N TO READ TELEVISION SERIES. Public Television's new series for the adult reader. Should not be viewed apart from access to a tutor and significant reinforcement to check whether concept attainment is taking place. Uses a format similar to SESAME STREET, so that some people may feel it is too childlike. Students are using these programs. WXYZ-TV. $150.00


NEW WORDS. A magazine for adults at level 3 to 8. Vocabulary assistance is featured. New Words Publishing. $20.00

Meuser, Annie. STRANGELY TRUE: CLOZE READING SKILLS. Scholastic. 1980. $2.25. M.S.L.
PHOENIX READING SERIES. Levels A and B. Prentice-Hall. M.S.L.

SKILL BOOKS 1, 2, 3. With teacher's manuals - Laubach program. Level 0 - 3. New Reader's Press. M.S.L.

Spache and Spache. PROJECT ACHIEVEMENT READING. Scholastic. 1982. $5.35 M.S.L.


CONTENT AREA AND VOCATIONAL MATERIALS

AMERICAN HISTORY COURSE. 6 vols. of approximately 64 pages. Level 2.3. Quercus Corporation. 1985. $23.05 for set or $3.90 each. M.S.L.

ANTHROPOLOGY: THE STUDY OF PEOPLE. Level 4.0 - 5.0. Cambridge. 1983. $1.88 M.S.L.

BECOMING A SUPERVISOR. Scott, Foresman. $2.85. Orono, M.S.L.


HOSPITAL
STORE
HOTEL MOTEL
RESTAURANT.


Flynn, Eleanor. STEPS TO CITIZENSHIP. Level 8. Steck-Vaughn. 1985. $2.88 M.S.L.

GETTING AND KEEPING A JOB. Scott, Foresman. $2.85. Orono, M.S.L.

GETTING MEDICAL ASSISTANCE. Cambridge. 1977. $2.95

ADVERTIZING TECHNIQUES AND CONSUMER FRAUD
BUYING A HOUSE AND BUYING A MOBILE HOME
BUYING AND CAl.ING FOR YOUR CAR
COMPARISON SHOPPING AND CARING FOR YOUR PERSONAL POSSESSIONS
COUNTING MONEY AND MAKING CHANGE
MOVING ON, GETTING UTILITIES
ORDERING FROM CATALOGUES
DINING OUT
USING CREDIT AND BANKING SERVICES
YOUR HOUSING NEEDS AND RENTING A PLACE TO LIVE

HOW TO BUY A CAR. Franklin Watts, Inc. $9.90

Koschnick, Kay. LAUBACH WAY TO CURSIVE WRITING. This workbook has been much in demand by our tutors for several years. It is a practical curriculum controlled in vocabulary to level 3. New Reader's Press. $3.00


McMillan, Bruce. MAKING SNEAKERS. Originally intended for children, this Maine author's book is a favorite of adult new readers. M.S.L.

McHugh, John. FINDING A JOB. E.M.C. 1981. $3.95. M.S.L.

NEWS FOR YOU. New Readers' Press. 1985-96. $6.00 yearly for 50 installments.

Phillips, Maxine. HAVING A BABY: THE UNWED MOTHER. New Readers' Press. 1975. $0.50

Phillips, Maxine. PLANNING YOUR FAMILY. New Readers' Press. 1976. $0.50

Practical Job Skills Series. E.M.C. 1981. M.S.L. Titles include:
GETTING READY TO WORK
FINDING A JOB
FILLING OUT JOB APPLICATION FORMS
INTERVIEWING FOR JOBS
STARTING A NEW JOB
KEEPING AND CHANGING JOBS

REAL PEOPLE AT WORK. Reading Skills Program. 150 titles in kits of 10 with books, cassettes, skill builders, resource teacher guide. Level 2 - 6. E.M.C. - Write for demo. $118.00


USING BUYING POWER
MAKING MONEY COUNT
LOOKING GOOD
EATING RIGHT
KEEPING FIT

Schwartz, Budd and Ritchey. WHEN BABY COMES HOME. Description of the developmental stages from gestation to age three in language young and new readers can understand. Explains clearly the task of parenting for both parents but does not emphasize nuclear family or middle class orientations. The Janus Curriculum. 1986. M.S.L. $5.95

Science. 4 texts. Level 2.5. Quercus Corp. $3.90 each or $25.85 for set. Lab books extra for $2.90. M.S.L. General titles include:
EARTH SCIENCE
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
CHEMISTRY
Biology HUMAN BIOLOGY
BIOLOGY OF PLANTS AND ANIMALS
Health TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF

Earth Science CHANGING EARTH
EARTH RESOURCES
THE SOLAR SYSTEM

WEATHER
Life Science ANIMALS
THE 5 SENSES
GREEN PLANTS
HUMAN SYSTEMS
Physical Science ELECTRICITY
ENERGY
MACHINES
SOUND

STAGES IN ADULT LIFE. Scott, Foresman. $2.85. M.S.L.

The Turner-Livingston Communications Series. Level 3-5. Follett Publishing Co. Orono. Titles include:
THE PHONE CALLS YOU MAKE
THE TELEVISION YOU WATCH
TEACHER'S GUIDE

The Turner-Livingston Reading Series. Level 3-5. Follett Publishing Co. Orono. Titles include:
THE MONEY YOU SPEND
TEACHER'S GUIDE

WHO ARE YOU? WHERE DO YOU COME FROM? History highlights of the beginning of an American. Janesville Literacy Council. $0.75


THE WORLD WE LIVE IN. A description of various lifestyles from Moslem to retiree to divorce. Janesville Literacy Council. 1983. $0.25

Udvardi, Stephen. WORKING WITH OTHERS. Steck-Vaughn. 1978. $2.85. M.S.L.

WORLD MAPS SCHOLASTIC STUDIES SKILLS. Scholastic Book Services. 1978. M.S.L.

YOUR BODY IN HEALTH AND SICKNESS. Scott, Foresman. $2.85 M.S.L.
CHILDREN'S ROOM SELECTIONS OF INTEREST TO ADULT NEW READERS IN CONTENT AREAS

Ashby. TAKE A TRIP TO JAPAN. Children's room selection on the language and culture of Japan. Level 3. Watts.


Simon. ABOUT THE FOODS YOU EAT. Children's room selection. Level 3. McGraw Hill. 1979. Other titles include: LOOK TO THE NIGHT SKY, AN INTRODUCTION TO STARWATCHING
Townsend. THE WHISTLING SKELETON; AMERICAN INDIAN TALES OF THE SUPERNATURAL. Children's room selection of stories collected by George Bird Grinnell. Level 3. Four Winds. 1982. Other titles include: POP'S SECRET

FILMS AVAILABLE FROM M.S.L. WHICH MAY BE USEFUL IN WORKING WITH ADULT-NON-READERS.

ALASKA. 30 minute. Encounter Productions. Maine State Library Special Services Section Film Program. Free.

BEARSKIN, OR THE MAN WHO DIDN'T WASH FOR SEVEN YEARS. 20 minute. PIJHA Film Ideas. Maine State Library Special Services Film Program.


EXPLORING PHOTOGRAPHY. 30 minute. Kodak. 3 Levels of expertise. Maine State Library Special Film Program. Free.

EXPLORING THE WORLD. 30 minute. 3 films. Britain, Canada, Greece. Kodak. All levels. Maine State Library Special Services Film Program. Free.

FURNITURE REFINISHING. 23 min. Norstar. All levels. Maine State Library Special Services Film Program. Free.

HAWAII. 30 minutes. All Levels. Maine State Library Special Services Film Program. Free.

THE HOLY LAND. 60 minutes. All Levels. Maine State Library Special Services Film Program. Free.

NATIONAL PARKS. 30 minute film Encounter Productions. All Levels. Maine State Library Special Services Film Program. Free.

Panama: 11 minute film Weston Woods. All Levels. Maine State Library Special Services Film Program. Free.


STORIES EVERYWHERE. 26 minute film. Adair Films. All levels. Maine State Library Special Services Film Program. Free.


THE TRAGEDY OF RED SALMON THE SINGING WHALE. 24 minute film. All Levels. Maine State Library Special Services Film Program. North Country Libraries Film Cooperative. Free. Other titles include:
THE SEA BIRDS OF ISABELLA
THE SMILE OF THE WALRUS
A SOUND OF DOLPHINS
SHARKS
THOSE INCREDIBLE DIVING MACHINES
SEALS
CORAL JUNGLES
THE GREEN SEA TURTLE
OCTOPUS OCTOPUS

DESERT WHALES. 22 minute film. Jacques Coustau. All Levels. Maine State Library Special Services Film Program. North Country Libraries Film Coop. Free. Other titles include:
BENEATH THE FROZEN WORLD
500 MILLION YEARS BENEATH THE SEA
THE LEGEND OF LAKE TITICACA
RETURN OF THE SEA ELEPHANT
FOR TUTORS: GENERAL INTEREST AND PROFESSIONAL BOOKS ABOUT READING THAT ARE NOT HIGHLY TECHNICAL.

Auckerman, Robert. APPROACHES TO BEGINNING READING. Covers a general description of most methods used in teaching reading. U.S.M.

Balmuth, Miriam. ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE ADULT LITERACY PROGRAMS: A REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF THE RESEARCH. This paper specifically addresses programs for those below the fifth grade level. It was recently reviewed in the Business Council for Effective Literacy newsletter.

Chall, Jeanne. LEARNING TO READ: THE GREAT DEBATE. Discusses the various methods of teaching reading. U.S.M.


Colvin, Ruth and Root, Jane. TUTOR. Literacy Volunteers of America. 1985. $8.00

Condon, John C. and Yousef, Fathi. INTRODUCTION TO INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION. A new and very complete handbook designed for foreign business enterprises but very useful to the E.S.L. tutor. Intercultural Press. 1986. $12.95


Fingaret. Arlene. ADULT LITERACY EDUCATION: CURRENT AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS. The National Center for Research in Vocational Education. $5.50

Forgan, Harry and Mangrum. TEACHING CONTENT AREA READING SKILLS. Merrill. 1981. M.S.L.

Friere, Paulo. PEDAGOGY OF THE OPPRESSED. This description of the literacy program in Brazil is considered the Rosetta Stone of the international literacy movement. It has helped many literacy workers to blend the problem we have in this country with the worldwide literacy movement. Continuum Press. 1970.


Marani, Donald S. ed. HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND READING INSTRUCTION. EPS. 1977.

Meek, Margaret. LEARNING TO READ. Heinemann. $12.50. M.S.L.

Murphy, John F. LISTENING LANGUAGE AND LEARNING DISABILITIES. EPS. 1970. M.S.L.


Orton, June Lyday. A GUIDE TO TEACHING PHONICS. Educators Publishing Service. 1974. 66 pages, 107 cards. $16.00

Sawyer, Diane and Dougherty, Craig and Lipa, Sally. DIAGNOSTIC INVENTORY. Created for use with the Laubach Way to Reading Series. New Reader's Press. 1987.

THE SUBTLE DANGER: REFLECTIONS ON THE LITERACY ABILITIES OF AMERICA'S YOUNG ADULTS. A follow-up study originally done in 1986. National Center for Educational Progress. $1.50
ESL


ENGLISH FOR A CHANGING WORLD. Conversation program and Cue Books for E.S.L. Skill levels range from beginner to intermediate. Scott, Foresman. 1976.

EVERYDAY AMERICAN ENGLISH DICTIONARY. National Textbook Company. $4.95

Harris and Rowe. PRACTICAL ENGLISH. Whole language using listening, speaking, reading and writing. Must be used for intermediate students. Uses real life situations. Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovitch. $4.58


LADO ENGLISH SERIES. Six book series used in L.V.A. Connecticut's experienced E.S.L. programs. Regents. $3.75

THE MAN WHO RAN AWAY. A Cambodian makes a new home in the U.S.A. Janesville Literacy Council. $0.25

Molinsky and Bliss. SIDE BY SIDE. Conversational Grammar. Used in classrooms primarily. Prentice Hall. $6.95


PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING CROSS-CULTURAL ORIENTATION PROGRAMS FOR REFUGEES. Center for Applied Linguistics. M.S.L.

Sheeler, Willard D. WELCOME TO ENGLISH. English Language Services.

RELIGION, VALUES AND CULTURAL SUBJECTS

ART IN YOUR HOME TOWN. Level 2 - 3. Cambridge. 1983. $1.85


Hansel, Mark V. WHAT IS A CRIME? Use to teach outline of facts and main idea. Level 3 - 4. Cambridge. 1982. $1.85

Harrilson, David M. STORIES FROM THE OLD TESTAMENT. Teaches cause and effect and reasoning skills as well. Level 3 - 4. Cambridge. 1983. $1.85

Marst, Elsa. SOME ARTISTS. Use to teach classification and comparison of art styles. Level 4 - 5. Cambridge. 1982. $1.85


PEOPLE AND THEIR RELIGIONS. Level 4 - 5. Cambridge. 1983. $1.85. Also teaches about organizing information and classification.

TIME FOR A CHANGE. Teaches making inferences, drawing conclusions. Level 2. Cambridge. 1982. $1.80
CHILDREN'S ROOM SELECTIONS IN THE ARTS ADAPTABLE TO NEW READERS


Worth. SMALL POEMS. FARRAR. 1972.